
Application: 

Yield : 

Packaging: 

A) APPLICATION OF THE PROTECTION : Thoroughly mix SCALP
PROTEC MAGIC and then apply it on the surface to be treated in a
single layer. Avoid any excess product that could cause drips and
leave traces on the surface. Apply SCALP PROTEC MAGIC on clean
and dry surfaces.
B) GRAFFITI CLEANING : SCALP SENSITIVE SURFACE CLEANER: Apply
SCALP SENSITIVE SURFACE CLEANER on the graffiti using small
circular movements and let it act. Wipe with a cloth. Repeat the
process if necessary. WIPES EXPRESS 70 SPECIAL GRAFFITIS: By gently
rubbing, a single anti-graffiti wipe removes unwanted paints and
graffiti.

From 150 to 250g/m² depending on the type of surface. 

5KG

Application area:
- SCALP PROTEC MAGIC is an extremely resistant, permanent,
single-component graffiti protection. This advanced formula
provides an effective barrier against graffiti, preserving the
aesthetic appearance of treated surfaces while facilitating
subsequent cleaning.
- Graffiti is easily removed by friction using special cleaners,
SCALP SENSITIVE SURFACE CLEANER or WIPES EXPRESS 70 SPECIAL
GRAFFITIS wipes. This feature makes graffiti removal a fast,
effortless process, quickly restoring surfaces to their original
appearance without leaving unwanted marks or residues.

PERMANENT SINGLE-COMPONENT ANTI-GRAFFITI PROTECTION

ALLOWS OVER 100 GRAFFITI REMOVALS ON THE SAME SURFACE

SCALP PROTEC MAGIC

Important: The content of this documentation is based on our product experience. However, it cannot be held responsible for its use in each specific case. Considering the unique
characteristics of each surface (wear and tear, alterations in integrity and/or properties, chemical composition, etc.), and to prevent any damage to the treated surface, it is
essential to conduct a test of the Scalp product on a small area following the application procedure to ensure that no alterations occur.
This is a professional product and can be hazardous. Please observe the necessary precautions while handling it. Wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and consult
the Safety Data Sheet (SDS).

Suitable for all surfaces
Allows over 100 graffiti cleanings
Excellent UV and abrasion resistance:
does not yellow
Very easy application
Single-component product
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor
use
Graffiti removal by friction with SCALP
SENSITIVE SURFACE CLEANER or WIPES
EXPRESS 70 special graffiti wipes.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES


